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The Decline of Child Labor in PA's Silk Mills

unskilled child workers.4 The "preference hypothesis" contends that working
families increasingly chose to keep their children in school and out of the
mills, unprompted by legal or economic changes.5

There is no consensus about why the employment of children in
Pennsylvania's silk mills decreased. Despite judgments that child labor
declined "largely" or "chiefly" because of one factor or another, no rigorous
scholarship has assessed their relative impacts. This paper aims to provide
that assessment.

First, I document both the extent and the relative decline of child labor
in the Pennsylvania silk industry.' Next I test the four hypotheses about that
decline with evidence on children's wages. This evidence indicates that
changes in the demand for and the supply of child labor operated with equal
strength. Thus no single explanation can account for all or even most of the
decline of child labor in Pennsylvania silk during the early twentieth centu-
ry. I adduce additional evidence that contradicts the income hypothesis.
Indeed, it may be that none of the existing explanations is entirely satisfac-
tory.

The Extent of Child Labor in the Silk Industry
Pennsylvania ranked first in the industrial employment of children at

each federal manufacturing census from 1880 through 1914; in 1919 it was
second, just behind Massachusetts. By the turn of the century, silk mills had
replaced glass manufactures as the chief industrial employers of children in
the state, a position the industry maintained through 1919.7 Silk mills were
concentrated in Lackawanna, Lehigh, and Luzerne Counties;8 here, silk mills
employed more children than all other factories combined.9

The typical child silk worker was a fourteen- or fifteen-year-old girl.
Throughout the 1910s, girls outnumbered boys by about two to one in the
silk mills."' In 1907 (the only year for which detailed information about both
age and gender is available), over 70% of boys and girls in the industry were
fourteen or fifteen years old; less than 5% of girls, and less than 10% of boys,
were under thirteen."

Children filled the least-skilled, lowest-paid occupations in the silk
mills. Half of all girls tended spinning frames or were winders (who tied bro-
ken threads); many other girls were reelers (who transferred spun silk from
bobbins to reels where it was made up into skeins for dyeing). More than
one-third of all boys worked as bobbin carriers, taking spools of silk from
one machine to another; other important boys' occupations were spinning
and reeling.' Very few children held the highest-skilled, best-paid jobs such
as weaving, warping (preparing threads for the loom), and twisting-in (join-
ing the end of a new warp which is ready for the loom to the end of the pre-
ceding warp). Children were most important in throwing mills (which pro-
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duced thread from raw fiber) and least important in mills which produced
silk ribbons.'

Federal census data sketch the rise and fall of child labor in
Pennsylvania industry from 1870 to 1919. Reports of the state Department
of Internal Affairs and (after 1912) the state Department of Labor and
Industry fill in the gaps between census years, producing a nearly complete
annual series of child silk workers from about 1900 to 1915 (see Table 1).)

In the early years of the silk industry in northeastern Pennsylvania, the share
of young silk workers grew steadily.' From 1880 onward, children made up
a much larger percentage of the workforce in silk than in Pennsylvania
industry generally. The proportion of silk operatives under sixteen peaked
around 1900, at about 20%."6 Children also made up a substantially larger
share of the silk workforce in Pennsylvania than in other states.

Between 1900 and about 1912, the proportion of silk workers under
sixteen gradually declined, though the absolute numbers continued to rise.17

Between 1912 and 1915 both the proportion and number of children in the
silk workforce fell sharply. By 1919, children under sixteen had dropped to
slightly more than one-third the 1899 percentage; even so, the number was
about the same in 1919 as in 1899.

The decline in child labor appears to have been spread over almost all
occupations filled by children. More than three-fourths of silk mill children
worked in the spinning department throughout the 1899-1919 period; spin-
ners under sixteen fell steadily from 30% in 1899 to 11% in 1919. An even
steeper decline occurred in the category of general unskilled labor; children's
share fell from 38% in 1899 to 2% in 1919. Only in weaving did children's
share remain constant: 4 to 5% of weavers were under sixteen throughout
the period."

As the importance of child labor in silk declined, adult men and
women assumed larger roles. The percentage of women over sixteen
increased from 55% in 1899 to about 62% in 1919; the percentage of males
over sixteen rose from about 25% to about 30%. The number of women in
Pennsylvania's silk mills increased 215% between 1899 and 1919, while the
number of men increased 230%.9

Hypotheses About the Decline
The "legislation hypothesis" maintains that legal restrictions in

Pennsylvania and elsewhere greatly curbed the employment of children.20

Pennsylvania joined the early-twentieth century parade of states enacting
legal restrictions on the employment of children in industry. The Factory Act
of 1905 raised the minimum legal age for factory employment from thirteen
to fourteen." The Child Labor Law of 1909 reduced the maximum daily
(from 12 to 10) and weekly (from 60 to 58) hours children could work. The
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Child Labor Law of 1915 further reduced maximum daily and weekly hours
to 9 and 51, respectively, and toughened enforcement. 22 Factory inspectors
were authorized to penalize employers who violated these standards.
Penalties included fines of $ 10 to $500 per violation (the maximum fine was
lowered to $200 in 1915), or up to 90 days' imprisonment, or both.23

State restrictions on child labor also included compulsory schooling.
An act of 1897 prohibited the employment of children under sixteen unless
they could read and write or had attended school for sixteen weeks during
the previous year. The Child Labor Law of 1915 greatly toughened these
requirements: children ages 14 to 15 could be employed legally only if they
had completed six years of schooling and then only if they attended "con-
tinuation schools" eight hours per week until they turned sixteen.24

National legislation first appeared in 1916, when Congress passed the
National Child Labor Act, prohibiting the interstate shipment of goods pro-
duced by children under fourteen. The measure was short-lived, however, as
the United States Supreme Court ruled it, and a similar measure of 1919,
unconstitutional.25

The Pennsylvania Bureau of Women and Children typifies those who
praised the impact of state and federal restrictions. The Bureau concluded
that the decrease in the proportion of working children after 1900 "was
brought about chiefly" through the 1905 and 1909 legislation.26 The Bureau
also attributed "much of the decrease in the number and proportion of
employed children in 1920" to the Child Labor Law of 1915 and declared
that "largely as a result of the higher standards of the 1915 law the propor-
tion of children gainfully employed was lower in 1920 than at any other
time during the past fifty years."27

The "technology hypothesis" maintains that improved machinery dis-
placed child workers. United States Senate investigators argued that techno-
logical change reduced the proportion of children in silk mills in two ways.
First, new machinery ran at higher speeds, enabling one worker to produce
as much as two had before. Second, new machinery combined two opera-
tions into one. For example, the combined doubler and spinner, designed in
1895, spun silk and combined the spun filaments into a single strand in one
continuous operation. Both kinds of technological change enabled silk mills
to turn out a set amount of work with fewer operatives. Since these changes
in machinery occurred primarily "in occupations in which children have
always been largely employed" - winding and spinning - they "reduce[d]
the proportion of children employed in the industry. "28

A variant of the technology hypothesis holds that improved machinery
required a better-trained, more-skilled, and more-reliable workforce. The
higher speed, increased complexity, and larger size of new machines may
have rendered their operation beyond the capabilities of most children.
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Walter Trattner, for example, argues that "[n]ew machines which needed
skilled labor to operate them were making child labor increasingly uneco-
nomic."29

The "income hypothesis" holds that rising incomes reduced families'
need for the earnings of their children. In the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries, working families may have depended on the wages of their
children to supplement the earnings of the head of the household; only in
this way could they reach a level of comfort or even subsistence. As family
incomes rose, the earnings of children became less crucial; thus families
became less willing, all else being equal, to send their children into the mills.

Several economic and social historians have examined the connection
between family income and child labor for late-nineteenth century
Pennsylvania. Claudia Goldin and Michael Haines employ data from the
1880 Pennsylvania manuscript census to explore why children worked; both
find that children whose fathers earned low wages were more likely to work
than those whose fathers were well paid.A0 Thomas Keil and Wayne Usui,
using manuscript census data from several anthracite counties for 1850 to
1900, conclude that child labor increased between 1880 and 1900 because
"mine workers experienced a deterioration in their economic position.""'
These studies, then, suggest that rising incomes would reduce child labor.

The "preference hypothesis" asserts that child labor declined because
people changed their minds about sending their children into the mills.
Bonnie Stepenoff argues that reformers, although unsuccessful in obtaining
effective child-labor legislation before 1910, nonetheless "managed to con-
vince working fathers and struggling mothers that, no matter how hard it
was to support their families, adolescent children needed and deserved a
scholastic education." 32 Thus child labor could decrease even in the absence
of changing machinery, effective legislation, or rising incomes.

Testing the Hypotheses: Children's Wages
Previous attempts to sort out the various hypotheses have had only

limited success. For example, Stepenoff notes that while the numbers of 11
to 13 year-olds working in the silk mills of Carbondale fell dramatically
between 1900 and 1910, so did the number of 14-year-olds, who were still
legally employable. This, she argues, contradicts the legislation hypothesis
but is consistent with changed attitudes.33 However, both changing technol-
ogy and rising income also could explain the decrease in 14-year-old work-
ers, so that this evidence does not have much discriminatory power.

Hypotheses about the decline of child labor can be divided into two
groups. The legislation and technology hypotheses maintain that the
demand for child labor fell: mill owners became less willing to hire child
workers. Child-labor laws made mill owners reluctant to hire children
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because of potential fines and/or imprisonment; improved machinery
reduced the number of workers needed, in the occupations that children
filled, to produce a given amount of output, or was too complex for children
to operate. The income and preference hypotheses, on the other hand, hold
that the supply of child labor fell: families became less willing to send their
children into the mills. Rising incomes reduced families' dependence on
their children's earnings; child-labor reformers changed people's minds, con-
vincing parents to send their children to school rather than to work.

The implications of the demand-side hypotheses differ from those of
the supply-side hypotheses. If the demand for child labor fell, then children
would have competed for the smaller number of available jobs by offering
their labor at lower wages. If instead the supply fell, then mill owners would
have competed for the smaller number of children who were willing to work
by offering higher wages (that is, families which had become less willing to
send their children to work would have required higher "bribes"). In short,
the legislation and technology hypotheses predict that children's wages in the
silk industry would have fallen after 1900; the income and preference
hypotheses predict that they would have risen.

The actual course of wages after 1900 thus provides direct evidence on
the reason(s) for the decline of child labor. More precisely, the relative wages
of children - i.e., children's wages compared to men's and women's wages
- are the necessary evidence. Relative wages isolate the impact of factors
(such as legislation and family income) which uniquely affected children.

The Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs and, after 1912, the
Department of Labor and Industry collected data on men's, women's, and
children's wages for most years from 1898 through 1915. These data reveal
that average daily wages for children in the silk industry rose over the peri-
od, though not steadily (see Table 2).3 However, relative wages were con-
stant. Despite the 67% increase in children's wages between 1898 and 1914,
children's daily wages remained at about one-third of men's and about three-
fifths of women's daily wages.35 The constant relative wage of children indi-
cates that demand and supply factors acted with equal force in reducing
child labor.

The sharp increase in children's relative wage in 1915 is puzzling.
Unfortunately, wage data after 1915 are unavailable: the Pennsylvania
Department of Labor and Industry discontinued the collection of detailed
industrial wage data. It is impossible to know whether children's relative
wages remained at the higher level or continued to rise, or whether the 1915
figure is an aberration. It may be that the surge in European demand for
American goods during World War I increased the demand for labor, per-
haps especially for children. Indeed, a National Child Labor Committee sur-
vey undertaken in 1918 found that school enrollments in Lehigh and
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Lackawanna Counties were half their normal levels, "apparently as a direct
result of war conditions." 6 Yet both the number and percentage of children
in the silk workforce fell from 1914 to 1915, opposite the expected result of
an increased demand.

The wage evidence, then, is clear: no single factor was "largely" or
"chiefly' responsible for reducing child labor in Pennsylvania silk, at least
through 1914. Supply and demand operated with equal force. The wage evi-
dence does not tell us, however, which demand-side factors and which sup-
ply-side were at work. A closer look at the hypotheses is thus in order. In par-
ticular, data are available which permit a detailed look at the most widely-
cited of the four hypotheses, rising income.

Testing the Income Hypothesis
Three conditions must hold for the income hypothesis to be correct.

First, children must have contributed substantially to family income.
Second, how much a child worked must have depended on family income.
Third, the incomes of families of child silk workers must have been rising.
This section shows that while the first two conditions were met, the third
was not.

In 1907, as part of a wide-ranging survey of the condition of children
working in industry, United States Senate investigators visited three dozen
silk mills in Pennsylvania." They gathered information from more than one
thousand children about their wages, work experience, and family condi-
tions. These data reveal that children contributed a substantial share of fam-
ily income: on average, families with at least one child working in a silk mill
received about one-fifth of their total labor income from children under six-
teen (see Table 3). Most of that contribution came from fourteen- and fif-
teen-year-olds; those under fourteen accounted for only about 5% of family
income.38

Did children from lower-income families work more days than chil-
dren from higher-income families? Three kinds of evidence suggest that they
did. First, a National Child Labor Committee survey of wage-earning girls
in Wilkes-Barre, Luzerne County, in 1914 found that the most frequent rea-
son girls gave for leaving school to enter the mills was "necessity."39

A second place of evidence comes from comparing families with and
without working fathers. As shown in the last two sections of Table 3, four-
teen- and fifteen-year-olds whose fathers contributed no income to the fam-
ily (because of death, desertion, injury, or unemployment) had higher earn-
ings than did children of working fathers. These children's higher earnings
were the result of working about 43 more days during 1907.4° To some
extent, then, lower-income families did call upon their children to work
more. Of greater importance for these families, however, was the earnings of
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offspring sixteen and older.
A more precise appraisal of the relationship between family income

and child labor can be obtained by estimating the labor supply function of
children. The number of days a child worked (i.e., the amount of labor sup-
plied) likely depended upon factors such as age, gender, household respon-
sibilities, potential earnings, and (according to the income hypothesis) the
family's need for the child's earnings. A child's household responsibilities
may be approximated by the number of siblings under ten years old; that is,
the presence of young siblings may have increased household duties of older
children. The daily wage rate represents the child's potential earnings; high-
er rates of pay may have encouraged children to work more days. Fathers'
earnings (divided by the number of family members) and the number of sib-
lings over sixteen (who presumably were in the labor force) indicate the need
for additional earnings from children; low fathers' earnings and/or few older
siblings may have caused children to work more days. Home ownership (and
the presumably greater family wealth that accompanied it) may have reduced
a familys need for child labor.4' Data on each of these variables, as well as
each working child's age and gender, are available from the 1907 United
States Senate survey.41

Multiple regression analysis of the data yields the following estimate of
children's labor supply function:4"

Days worked per Year = -31.0 +11.9 x (Age) + 0.8 x (Sex)
(5.5) (0.2)

- 0:006 x (Young siblings) + 136.4 x (Daily Wage)
(0.005) (10.6)
+ 2.8 x (Own Home) -7.6 (Old Siblings)
(0.7) (4.2)

- 0.1 x (Father's Earnings)
(2.2)

The regression results indicate that age had a statistically significant
impact on child labor: a one-year increase in age increased days worked in a
year by about twelve, all else being equal. The statistically insignificant coef-
ficient on the gender variable indicates that boys worked no more days than
girls, all else being equal. Similarly, neither the presence of younger siblings
nor home ownership affected a child's labor supply. The large and statisti-
cally significant coefficient on the wage variable indicates that children
whose skills commanded a higher daily wage worked more days than did
children whose pay was lower.

The variables directly relevant to the income hypothesis are fathers'
earnings and the presence of older siblings. The statistically significant and
negative coefficients on these two variables reveal that children from higher-
income families worked fewer days, all else being equal, than did children
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from lower-income families. An additional sibling aged sixteen and older
reduced the days a child worked by about seven. Most important for the
income hypothesis, higher fathers' earnings reduced the number of days a
child worked." This income effect was rather small, however: a 10% rise in
fathers' earnings per family member on average reduced the number of days
a child worked by just 0.3%.4$

The Wilkes-Barre survey, the comparison of families with and without
working fathers, and the multiple regression analysis of children's labor sup-
ply all indicate that family income did affect a child's labor supply decision.
This evidence is consistent with the income hypothesis and suggests that ris-
ing family incomes could have contributed to the decline of child labor. The
crucial question then becomes: did incomes rise?

The trend in incomes of the families of silk mill children can be
approximated by the trend in earnings in the anthracite coal industry.
Though the overlap between Pennsylvania's silk mill and anthracite regions
was not exact, it was substantial. Luzerne and Lackawanna Counties ranked
first and second in the state in tons mined in 1911; they also ranked third
and first, respectively, in number of silk mills in that year.46 In the United
States Senate 1907 survey, 39% of fathers of child silk workers listed occu-
pations in mining; undoubtedly some of the additional 40% who gave their
occupation as "laborer" also worked in mining-related jobs or had their
wages influenced by anthracite wages.47 The 1914 survey of wage-earning
girls in Wilkes-Barre noted that more miners had children in the silk mills
than other men.48

Anthracite miners' earnings (adjusted for inflation) were no higher in
1916 than they had been in 1903-1905 (see Table 4). Indeed, the first
decade of the century was marked by a somewhat erratic fall in real earnings.
(A similar pattern prevailed for adult male earnings in the silk industry.) Not
until 1917 did anthracite workers' earnings rise. Though the annual earnings
figures in Table 4 are the averages of many individuals in different occupa-
tions, the wage gains in anthracite after 1916 appear to have accrued to most
occupations: between 1916 and 1919, hourly rates (adjusted for inflation)
increased about 10% for company miners, 20% for inside laborers, and 10
to 25% for outside laborers (such as firemen and machinery repairmen).
Contract workers fared less well: daily rates (again, adjusted for inflation)
rose about 10% for contract laborers, but fell 25% for contract miners.49

Comparison of the data in Table 4 and Table 1 indicate that the
increase in average earnings of anthracite workers came after the sharp
decline of child labor in the silk industry had already occurred. From 1912
to 1915, when child labor was falling, average anthracite earnings were flat.
Thus, while children from lower-income families did indeed work more
than did children from higher-income families at a given moment, the
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income hypothesis cannot be correct over time for the simple reason that
family incomes were not rising when child labor was falling.

Testing Other Hypotheses

Between 1899 and 1919, child labor in Pennsylvania silk mills
declined at about the same rate as child labor in all industries in the state
(Table 1). The 1919 percentage of the silk workforce under sixteen was 37%
of the 1899 figure; the 1919 percentage of the total industrial workforce
under sixteen was 38% of the 1899 figure. The common rate of decline sug-
gests that a common factor (or factors) caused the decline of child labor in
industry, including silk, across the state.

Such a common rate of decline is inconsistent with the technology
hypothesis. If new silk machinery, such as the combined doubler and spin-
ner, displaced child workers from the industry, then the rate of decline of
child labor in silk should differ from the rate of decline in industry general-
ly. Only in the unlikely event that child-displacing machinery was intro-
duced at the same time and pace across all industry would the rates of
decline be the same.

A comparison of the silk industry in Pennsylvania with the silk indus-
try nationwide also suggests that technological change was not a leading
cause of child labor's decline. Clearly, child silk workers were more promi-
nent in Pennsylvania than elsewhere (Table 1). However, the rate of decline
of child labor over the 1899-1919 period was considerably more rapid in
Pennsylvania than in other states' silk industries. Since technological
advances in one state presumably could have been adopted elsewhere, the
rate of decline of child labor should have been similar across states. The dis-
similar rates of decline suggests that something more than child-displacing
machinery must have caused the decline of child labor in Pennsylvania.

These comparisons across industries and states are, however, consistent
with the legislation hypothesis. Since Pennsylvania's child-labor laws applied
equally to all industry in the state, legislation should have reduced child
labor at the same rate across industry. And since the stringency of child-labor
laws varied by state, the steeper decline of silk child labor in Pennsylvania
than elsewhere does not contradict the legislation hypothesis.

Nonetheless, child-labor legislation does not appear to explain the
decline in child labor. Child labor fell slightly after enactment of the Factory
Act of 1905. On the other hand, it is difficult to detect any impact of the
1909 Child Labor Law in the annual series of child labor (Table 1). Indeed,
the percentage of children in the silk workforce was higher two years after
passage of the law than before. Most telling, however, is the sharp decline in
child labor from 1912 to 1915, which preceded the Child Labor Law of
1915. The 1915 Law had little impact.
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Finally, it is not easy to test the preference hypothesis directly.
Testimony from working families themselves would help support this
hypothesis. But as early as 1889, a survey of working men revealed that 56%
of respondents opposed child labor altogether, while only 18% gave it
unqualified support.5 0 Thus there may not have been much scope for chang-
ing preferences after 1910 or so. In any event, the wage evidence clearly indi-
cates that changing preferences alone could not have accounted for the
observed decline of child labor.

Conclusion

Pennsylvania industry employed more children than industry in any
other state from 1880 through 1914. Within Pennsylvania, more children
worked in silk than any other industry. Understanding the decline of child
labor in Pennsylvania silk thus is important for understanding the decline of
child labor in other industries and other states. The evidence presented here
shows that both supply and demand contributed to the decline and that no
single factor explains all or even most of child labor's decline in Pennsylvania
silk mills between 1899 and 1919. It is difficult to pinpoint the reasons why
supply and demand for child labor fell. The most widely-cited explanation,
that of rising income, is inconsistent with the evidence. The evidence of
cross-state and cross-industry comparisons also is inconsistent with the tech-
nology hypothesis, and it is hard to find support for the legislation hypoth-
esis in the timing of child labor's decline. While our understanding of child
labor's decline is not yet complete, the constant relative wage of children
implies that reductions in demand and reductions in supply were equally
important.

Table 1
Children Under 16 in Industry, 1870-1919

U.S. Silk PA Silk PA Industry
Number % Number % Number %

1870 1,386 20.8 15 1.6 19,232 6.9
1880 5,566 17.8 319 10.0 29,667 8.7
1890 2,866 5.8 1,293 13.9 22,419 4.1

1898 3,926 19.3
1899 6,413 9.8 4,249 20.2 33,135 4.5

1904 7,366 9.2 4,734 17.6 34,451 4.5
1906 4,087 15.5
1907 4,185 14.8
1908 4,492 13.9
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8,143 8.0

7,880 7.2

4,674
4,280
5,465
5,445
5,004
4,984
3,537

13.9
12.8
15.0
14.6
11.6
10.8
8.2

29,107 3.3

27,009 2.9

1919 6,584 5.2 4,343 7.5 19,032 1.7

Sources:
US Silk: all years -U.S. Census of Manufactures.
PA Silk: 1870, 1880, 1890, 1899, and 1919 - U.S. Census of
Manufactures; 1898, 1904-1912 - Pennsylvania Department of Internal
Affairs, Annual Reports, Part III, Industrial Statistics; 1913-15 -

Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry, Annual Reports, Part I,
Statistics of Production-Wages-Employees.
PA Industry: all years - U.S. Census of Manufactures.

Table 2
Daily Wages in Pennsylvania Silk Mills, 1898-1915

Children/Men
$0.39
0.52
0.60
0.62
0.47
0.52
0.56
0.72
0.67
0.65
1.01

.32

.32

.36

.35

.35

.33

.33

.39

.36

.31

.52

Children/Women
.55
.57
.64
.67
.66
.62
.62
.67
.63
.58
.92

Sources: 1898-1912 - Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs,
Annual Reports, Part III: Industrial Statistics; 1914-1915 - Pennsylvania
Department of Labor and Industry, Annual Reports, Part I: Statistics of
Production-Wages-Employees.

1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

Men
1898
1904
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1914
1915

Women
$1.22
1.61
1.67
1.77
1.35
1.58
1.68
1.83
1.84
2.09
1.95

Children
$0.71
0.91
0.94
0.99
0.71
0.84
0.91
1.08
1.07
1.13
1.10
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Components of Family Labor Income, 1907
All Families Father Working Fathe

(n=925) (n=767)
Earnings % Earnings % Eai

$419.22 49.0 $505.58 56.2 $
11.12 1.3 4.14 0.5 Z

Table 3

Father
Mother
Children:

16 Plus
14-15
under 14

Total $855.57 100.0

228.27 25.3
121.95 13.5
40.41 4.5

$900.36 100.0

4(

$6L

r not Working
(n= 158)
rnings %
0.00 0.0

44.96 7.0

)2.74 63.1
i6.66 23.0
43.75 6.9

;8.11 100.0

Note: Sample is families with at least one child working in a silk mill.
Total income excludes income from boarders or sale of assets.
Source: Calculated from U.S. Senate, Report, vol. IV, pp. 470-519.

Table 4
Adult Male Earnings, 1898-1919

Anthracite

$321
389
260
464
555
503
462
502
440
460
472
480
463
481
454
493
477
569
654
611

Silk
$372

413
453
376
406
332
388
385
394
398

420
404

30.2
14.7
4.8

258.07
126.17
40.98

1898
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
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Andiracite U.S. Bureau of the Census, Histri4 Smgiwia ofrdw UiAtod
SAw Cebuid Ymss At 1970 (Washingon, D.C., 1975). p. 166, Series D-
742.
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S5fia p. 212, Series E-185.
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Senate, Report, vol. I, pp. 852-903.
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and zero for girls. "Young siblings" is the
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